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Executive summary  
The objective of this document is to escort the implementation code of the functional components that 

facilitate data sharing in the context of the Ploutos project. Based on the technical requirements, the design 

principles and the high level architecture specified in “D4.2 Data interoperability for the agri-food sector” 

and “D4.4 Initial agri-food data-sharing reference architecture” the actual implementation of the functional 

components has been realised.  

Initially, and in order for this document to be self-contained a short overview is presented of the main 

elements that consist the Ploutos data sharing framework: 

 The Ploutos Common Semantic Model 

 The Ploutos Interoperability enablers 

 The Ploutos Registration and Discovery Directory 

Each of these elements are under continuous development in separated code repositories. The first stable 

release is cloned within this repository as WP4 first achieved milestone.  

https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms 

This document also provides extended directions for code deployment and testing. Two types of tests are 

available: Manual testing with the use of console commands (curl) and automated unit tests with the use of 

Python script (Pytest). In the Annexes of this document console system outputs referring to successful 

deployment and testing are available as a reference for anyone that wants to reproduce the provided 

directions for testing. 

Request for access to this GitLab server can be done at info{at}ploutos-h2020.eu. 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Project summary 

The Ploutos project focuses on rebalancing the value chain for the agri-food system, transforming it into one 

that works for the benefit of society and the environment. The project will develop a Sustainable Innovation 

Framework (SIF) that follows a systems-based approach to the agri-food sector, building on the three Ploutos 

innovation streams: Behavioural Innovation; Sustainable Collaborative Business Model Innovation; and Data-

driven Technology Innovation. Exploiting a history of significant agri-food projects and the respective 

ecosystems around these, the project deploys 11 innovative systemic Sustainable Innovation Pilots (SIPs), 

where, using a multi-actor approach, new innovative solutions and methodologies will be implemented, 

tested and assessed, and practical lessons learned will be extracted. The SIPs cover a large range of agri-food 

ecosystems, across 13 countries, covering arable, horticulture (both open fields and greenhouses), perennials 

and dairy production amongst others. In each case, behaviour change, collaborative business modelling and 

data-driven technological innovation will be integrated to deliver the most environmentally, socially, and 

economically sustainable solutions. A Ploutos Innovation Academy (PIA) is established as a vehicle for 

integrating the know-how, best practices and assessments developed across the project, principally derived 

from the SIPs. Ploutos includes 33 partners, 23 of them being end-users, representing all relevant actors in 

the food system, including farmers, food industry companies, scientists, advisors, ICT specialists and policy 

makers. 

1.2 Document scope 

This report escorts the first code release of the core data interoperability mechanism of the PLOUTOS project. 

The implementation of the data models and the data sharing functional components is based on the 

specifications provided by “D4.2 Data interoperability for the agri-food sector” and “D4.4 Initial agri-food 

data-sharing reference architecture”. The code and the respective documentations is available at:  

https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms 

1.3 Document structure 

 Chapter 1 summarises the project, places this deliverable in the overall structure of the project and 

presents the structure of this report.  

 Chapter 2 provides descriptions of the implemented components.  

 Chapter 3 presents future steps. 

In the Annexes of this document console system outputs referring to successful deployment and testing are 

available as a reference for anyone that wants to reproduce the provided directions for testing. 
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2 Ploutos data sharing platform 
implementation 

The Ploutos project developed a generic data sharing platform tailored to the needs of the fragmented 

ecosystem of the agri-food sector. The technical requirements and design principles of the implemented 

components have been documented in “D4.2 Data interoperability for the agri-food sector” and “D4.4 Initial 

agri-food data-sharing reference architecture”.  Based on these specifications data sharing is realised with 

the utilisation of the following three main entities: 

 The  Ploutos Common Semantic Model 

 The Ploutos Interoperability enablers 

 The Ploutos Registration and Discovery Directory 

Although the descriptions of these three concepts are documented in the respective deliverables, in order 

this deliverable to be self-contained a short summary of the key specifications follows. 

2.1 Ploutos Common Semantic Model (PCSM) 

The implementation of the PCSM is based on the specifications that are described in [D4.2]. In [D4.2] the 

requirements on data capturing, storage and sharing for a subset of the Ploutos SIPs were formulated and a 

selection of common concepts and relations were derived. These common concepts and relations were 

modelled in a first version of the PCSM. The PCSM defines its own Ploutos namespace for the common 

concepts but reuses existing ontologies as much as possible and only defines new concepts and relations 

where needed. The PCSM has been defined to be used as the basis for semantic interoperability in data 

exchange via the Ploutos Data Sharing Platform within the Ploutos SIPs. As such, the PCSM will be used in 

that platform as the means to bridge semantic differences between the data models of the various 

organization in the agri-food supply chain. A short summary of the core design principles follows:  

1. The PCSM is based on semantic technologies, like RDF and OWL, because it is currently the best way 

of intuitively defining formal semantics (OWL) and provides the flexibility for modular reuse of 

existing data models or extend them. 

2. The PCSM should be a small, core model that covers the main common concepts in the agri-food 

domain ranging from the farm via the supply chain to the consumer. 

3. The concepts and relations for the PCSM are selected from the requirements of the SIPs. When most 

of the SIPs require a certain concept, it is part of the PCSM, e.g., the concepts farm, farmer, parcel, 

and soil that are required by most of the SIPs. 

4. Existing ontologies that already define the required concepts are reused by the PCSM as much as 

possible. Nonetheless, we define a specific Ploutos namespace for the PCSM, namely 

https://www.tno.nl/agrifood/ontology/ploutos/common# prefixed as ploutos, that is used to inherit 

the concepts of these existing ontologies. 

5. Existing ontologies are only reused when they have a clear formal OWL structure that is publicly 

available and accessible or downloadable in a .owl, .ttl or .rdf format, for instance at the W3C website 

or the AgroPortal (http://agroportal.lirmm.fr). Consequently, no reuse of proprietary ontologies of 

different projects will be done. 

6. Vocabularies and thesauri/taxonomies that simply define and list a large set of hierarchical terms will 

not be reused in the PCSM other than using the rdf:isDefinedBy property to point to the definition of 

the concept in a vocabulary. 

7. Reuse of existing concepts and properties in the PCSM is done using the rdfs:subClassOf or 

owl:equivalentClass construct for concepts and the rdfs:subPropertyOf construct for properties. 

https://www.tno.nl/agrifood/ontology/ploutos/common
http://agroportal.lirmm.fr/
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8. Concepts and properties that are required by the PCSM but are not yet part of existing ontologies 

will be added as concepts and properties to the ploutos namespace. 

9. The well-known ontology design pattern called Part-Observation-Property pattern is used in which 

as much as possible concepts are expressed in a ploutos:partOf relation with another concept and 

measurements are defined as observations of observable properties of features of interest. More 

details on this pattern can be found in the following subsection. 

The PCSM reuses the ontologies that are listed in Table 1. 

Prefix Name Base URI 

ENVO Environment Ontology http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/envo.owl# 

s4agri SAREF4AGRI https://saref.etsi.org/saref4agri/ 

SSN Semantic Sensor Network http://www.w3.org/ns/ssn/ 

SOSA Sensor Observation Sample Actuator http://www.w3.org/ns/saso/ 

OM Ontology of units of Measure http://www.ontology-of-units-of-

measure.org/resource/om-2/ 

Weather BIMERR Weather Ontology https://bimerr.oit.linkeddata.es/def/weather# 

Table 1.  Existing ontologies reused in the PCSM. 

 

Besides the common concepts of the PCSM there is a need for SIP-specific concepts and relations that only 

are of interest for data sharing within the SIP. These concepts can be modelled using a SIP-specific ontology 

that imports and reuses the PCSM. Future extensions of the PCSM are guided by new requirements from the 

various SIPs or new requirements that pop up from the innovative activities in Ploutos WP2 and WP3 work 

packages. With respect to the latter, concepts related to behaviour change to support better sustainability 

or concepts related to business model aspects could be added. In that sense, sustainability can be expressed 

in terms of social, environmental, and economic parameters. Each of these can be expressed in terms of 

concepts related to all the stakeholders in the agri-food supply chain, such as water usage, pesticides, poorly 

paid labor, etc.  

Software verification: In order to support this continuous development process the PCSM is maintained in a 

collaborative workspace (gitlab). For each SIP a separate version of the PSCM is maintained allowing the 

necessary configurations of the required information concepts. Continuous developments of the PSCM are 

available at:   

https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/data-interoperability-enabler/-/tree/master/ploutos-common-semantic-

model 

The stable releases of the ontology are available here: 

https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms/-

/tree/master/ploutos-common-semantic-model 

The code repositories are not yet publicly available and access credentials are provided on demand. For more 

details and request for access please contact: info{at}ploutos-h2020.eu 

2.2 Ploutos Interoperability Enabler 

The core component that aims to enrich existing systems with data sharing functionalities is the Ploutos 

Interoperability Enabler (PIE). The PIE is a stand-alone service and from a deployment perspective is hosted 

https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/data-interoperability-enabler/-/tree/master/ploutos-common-semantic-model
https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/data-interoperability-enabler/-/tree/master/ploutos-common-semantic-model
https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms/-/tree/master/ploutos-common-semantic-model
https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms/-/tree/master/ploutos-common-semantic-model
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within the underlying system’s (e.g. FMIS, DSS, data collection service) administrative cyber premises as a 

trusted service while the overall functionality and data sharing is feasible to be controlled by the 

administrators of the system. The PIE consists of a set of functional components which aim to extend the 

functionality of existing systems with specific features. The PIE’s main role within the Ploutos architecture is 

allowing existing information systems (knowledge bases) to exchange data in an interoperable manner with 

other participants of the Ploutos data sharing network. A Knowledge Base (KB) can be any service, application 

or platform that: 1) needs certain knowledge in order to function, 2) provides certain knowledge that others 

might need, or 3) both. Examples of Knowledge Bases are: a service that provides a forecast of local 

temperatures when given a GPS location, an app that gives insight into the supply chain of tomatoes, a 

platform that manages different sensors on a farm or a database that stores a farmer’s planning. 

A functional component diagram of the PIE along with the potential interactions with external systems is 

presented in Figure 1. Detailed specifications of PIEs design principles and functional components are 

available in [D4.4]. The PIE uses the PCSM as the “common language” in order to facilitate interaction and 

data sharing among the various heterogeneous systems. 

 

 

Figure 1. Functional component diagram of the Ploutos Interoperability Enabler 

An important component towards the data sharing realization is the “Knowledge Mapper”. This component 

enables interoperability at semantic level through a data translation service that realises the conversion of 

data streams provided by the hosting system to the PCSM and vice-versa. The translation functionality of the 

“Knowledge Mapper” must be adapted according to the custom data model and API of the hosting system. 

The “Knowledge Mapper” acts as a translator and API mediator customized to the information system’s 

specifications that it is deployed at. 

Software verification:  

 Continuous developments of the PIE are available at:   

https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/data-interoperability-enabler/-/tree/master/smartconnector-master 

 The first stable release of the PIE source code is available at:  

https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms/-

/tree/master/smartconnector-master 
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The PIE’s source code is useful only to technical experts that are willing to get more insights on how the 

overall implementation is realised. System administrators that want to enable data interoperability of their 

systems can use the dockerised version of the PIE. Detailed integration instructions are provided in “D4.3: 

Data Interoperability Enablers”. 

The implementation of a “Knowledge-Mapper” is customised according to the specificities of the underlying 

system. A “Knowledge-Mapper” is not a generic component provided by Ploutos but it needs to be 

implemented by the tech experts that support the information system that aims to get integrated and 

facilitate data sharing. An example implementation of a “Knowledge-Mapper” tailored to the gaiasense smart 

farming solution is available here:  

https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/data-interoperability-enabler/-/tree/master/gaiasense-km 

All code repositories are not yet publicly available and access credentials are provided on demand. For more 

details and request for access please contact: info{at}ploutos-h2020.eu 

 

2.3 Ploutos Registration and Discovery Directory 

The Ploutos Registration and Discovery Directory (PRDD) can either be deployed at a cloud server system 

being accessible through Internet or at a local intranet. The core objective of this directory service is to allow 

the registration/discovery of the various PIEs along with their characteristics and to support the orchestration 

of knowledge discovery.  As it is already described, data sharing within the Ploutos ecosystem is ensured 

through the use of a common language expressed in the form of an ontology or knowledge model. The 

domain's knowledge model is written in RDF/OWL, which allows to take advantage of the reasoning 

capabilities that are available for these models. The complementary use of PIE and PRDD provides the 

necessary awareness about the supply and demand of knowledge in the network allowing the use of 

reasoning to orchestrate the knowledge supply on-demand. This means that, given a specification of 

knowledge that is requested, a PIE can figure out the appropriate knowledge base to get it. It should be 

noted, that this approach allows the distributed querying of knowledge bases in order to serve one query. In 

addition, and given that the PIE is aware of changes in the network, new knowledge bases can be dynamically 

added to the network. In summary, the use of PRDD and PIE provides the following advantages: 

 Knowledge orchestration removes the need to implement compatibility between all pairs of 

knowledge bases in the network by hand. 

 Changes in the knowledge network are handled seamlessly by synchronizing information about 

knowledge interactions. 

 Established open-source Semantic Web technologies are leveraged to provide knowledge models 

and reasoning capabilities. 

 

https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/data-interoperability-enabler/-/tree/master/gaiasense-km
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Figure 2. Functional component diagram of the Ploutos Registration and Discovery Directory 

Software verification 

 Continuous developments of the PRDD are available at:   

https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/Plasido/servicedirectory 

 The first stable release of the PRDD source code is available at:  

https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms/-

/tree/master/servicedirectory-master 

The code repositories are not yet publicly available and access credentials are provided on demand. For more 

details and request for access please contact: info{at}ploutos-h2020.eu 

 

2.4 Deployment and testing  

There are two options in order to deploy and utilise the Ploutos data sharing components. The first option is 

to manually download the source code from the aforementioned repositories, compile and execute it. This 

approach might be useful only to tech experts that would like to introduce specific customizations. According 

to design principles specified in D4.4 the Ploutos data sharing components should be (as much possible) easy 

to be deployed and reused. For this reason a second and more practical deployment approach is offered 

through docker containers. A Ploutos docker dedicated repository has been configured and it is available 

here: “ci.tno.nl/ploutos/”. For an actual docker-compose configuration file that realizes the local deployment 

of two PIEs and a PRDD please refer to Annex A.  

For the actual utilization of these components in the context of the various Ploutos SIPs the PRDD will be 

offered as an accessible service through the Internet. The PRDD functionality will be offered by a server 

system aiming to achieve a 24/7 availability. Given the distributed and federated nature of the Ploutos data 

sharing mechanisms design, more than one PRDDs can be available ensuring increased robustness on the 

discovery of the various PIEs. To this end, individual information systems participating in the various SIPs will 

have the option to register and being discoverable through this common PRDD infrastructure offered and 

maintained by WP4. However, for testing reasons the option of downloading and deploying a PRDD locally is 

provided through the docker-compose configuration.  

Two types of tests are available.   

Manual: Directions for manually testing executed with the use of curl commands are available here:  

https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms/-

/tree/master/test_manually 

https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/Plasido/servicedirectory
https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms/-/tree/master/servicedirectory-master
https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms/-/tree/master/servicedirectory-master
https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms/-/tree/master/test_manually
https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms/-/tree/master/test_manually
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Indicative system outcomes (debug log) when executing these tests are available in Annex B.  

Automated Unit tests: A more detailed and completed testing approach is offered through python unit 

testing, available here: 

https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms/-

/tree/master/test_automated 

This test suit automates the verification of registering, deregistering and discovering PIEs with the PRDD. 

Indicative results of successful execution of the tests are available at Annex C.  

 

https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms/-/tree/master/test_automated
https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms/-/tree/master/test_automated
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3 Future steps 
This short reports escorts the source code of the initial stable release of the Ploutos data sharing services. 

The development of the services is an ongoing process and various releases with increased and refined 

functionalities will be provided the following months. The most important future implementation targets 

include: 

1. Simplifying the deployment process of the required components (PIE and Knowledge Mapper). The 

integration of a python package-management system like PIP is foreseen. 

2. Integrate fine-tuned access control mechanisms based on the role of data requestor and the type of 

requested information. 

3. Deploy and test the PIEs within the context of the various SIPs. This will allow the development team 

to get users feedback and extract more fine grained tech requirements. Based on these additional 

features and code refinements will be implemented.  
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Annex A 
The docker compose configuration parameters that deploys two PIEs and a PRDD. It is also available here: 

https://ci.tno.nl/gitlab/ploutos/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms/-/blob/master/docker-

compose.yml 

services: 

  prdd: 

    image: ci.tno.nl/ploutos/pie/prdd:latest 

    ports: 

    - "8080:8080" # Exposing this port so you can check that the PIEs are registered. 

    environment: 

      KNOWLEDGE_DIRECTORY_ONTOLOGY_URL: 

http://ontology.tno.nl/ddings/Greenhouse_ontology_v1.3.ttl 

  redberry-pie: 

    image: ci.tno.nl/ploutos/pie:latest 

    environment: 

      KNOWLEDGE_DIRECTORY_URL: http://prdd:8080/servicedirectory/rest/directory/service 

      SC_HOSTNAME: redberry-pie 

    ports: 

      - "8280:8280" # Exposing this port so you can interact with the PIE over REST. 

  pumpkin-pie: 

    image: ci.tno.nl/ploutos/pie:latest 

    environment: 

      KNOWLEDGE_DIRECTORY_URL: http://prdd:8080/servicedirectory/rest/directory/service 

      SC_HOSTNAME: pumpkin-pie 

    ports: 

      - "8281:8280"  # Exposing this port so you can interact with the PIE over REST. 
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Annex B 
1. Instantiation of two PIES and PRDD through docker. Indicative debug log of a successful deployment. With bold and 

underline the expected success messages. 

nikosk@nikosk:~/ $ docker-compose up 

Creating network "d4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms_default" with the 

default driver 

Pulling prdd (ci.tno.nl/ploutos/pie/prdd:latest)... 

latest: Pulling from ploutos/pie/prdd 

Digest: sha256:e4b7200d3494cebe54dd9db75a9a0ed9eb30c7d257693b67c10716781155dc0c 

Status: Downloaded newer image for ci.tno.nl/ploutos/pie/prdd:latest 

Pulling redberry-pie (ci.tno.nl/ploutos/pie:latest)... 

latest: Pulling from ploutos/pie 

Status: Downloaded newer image for ci.tno.nl/ploutos/pie:latest 

Creating d4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms_prdd_1         ... done 

Creating d4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms_redberry-pie_1 ... done 

Creating d4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms_pumpkin-pie_1  ... done 

Attaching to d4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms_redberry-pie_1, d4-6-ploutos-

agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms_prdd_1, d4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-

mechanisms_pumpkin-pie_1 

prdd_1          | NOTE: Picked up JDK_JAVA_OPTIONS:  --add-opens=java.base/java.lang=ALL-

UNNAMED --add-opens=java.base/java.io=ALL-UNNAMED --add-opens=java.base/java.util=ALL-

UNNAMED --add-opens=java.base/java.util.concurrent=ALL-UNNAMED --add-

opens=java.rmi/sun.rmi.transport=ALL-UNNAMED 

redberry-pie_1  | 2021-10-19 09:31:27:564 +0000 [main] INFO RestServer - Starting 

Knowledge Engine REST API on port 8280. 

pumpkin-pie_1   | 2021-10-19 09:31:27:590 +0000 [main] INFO RestServer - Starting 

Knowledge Engine REST API on port 8280. 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.670 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Server version name:   Apache 

Tomcat/9.0.48 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.693 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Server built:          Jun 10 2021 

09:22:01 UTC 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.693 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Server version number: 9.0.48.0 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.694 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log OS Name:               Linux 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.695 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log OS Version:            5.10.47-

linuxkit 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.696 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Architecture:          amd64 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.696 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Java Home:             

/usr/local/openjdk-11 
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prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.702 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log JVM Version:           11.0.11+9 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.703 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log JVM Vendor:            Oracle 

Corporation 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.704 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log CATALINA_BASE:         

/usr/local/tomcat 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.707 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log CATALINA_HOME:         

/usr/local/tomcat 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.751 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Command line argument: --add-

opens=java.base/java.lang=ALL-UNNAMED 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.753 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Command line argument: --add-

opens=java.base/java.io=ALL-UNNAMED 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.753 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Command line argument: --add-

opens=java.base/java.util=ALL-UNNAMED 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.759 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Command line argument: --add-

opens=java.base/java.util.concurrent=ALL-UNNAMED 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.760 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Command line argument: --add-

opens=java.rmi/sun.rmi.transport=ALL-UNNAMED 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.770 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Command line argument: -

Djava.util.logging.config.file=/usr/local/tomcat/conf/logging.properties 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.771 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Command line argument: -

Djava.util.logging.manager=org.apache.juli.ClassLoaderLogManager 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.772 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Command line argument: -

Djdk.tls.ephemeralDHKeySize=2048 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.773 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Command line argument: -

Djava.protocol.handler.pkgs=org.apache.catalina.webresources 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.774 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Command line argument: -

Dorg.apache.catalina.security.SecurityListener.UMASK=0027 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.777 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Command line argument: -

Dignore.endorsed.dirs= 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.778 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Command line argument: -

Dcatalina.base=/usr/local/tomcat 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.779 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Command line argument: -

Dcatalina.home=/usr/local/tomcat 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.784 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.VersionLoggerListener.log Command line argument: -

Djava.io.tmpdir=/usr/local/tomcat/temp 
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prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.818 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.core.AprLifecycleListener.lifecycleEvent Loaded Apache Tomcat Native 

library [1.2.30] using APR version [1.6.5]. 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.818 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.core.AprLifecycleListener.lifecycleEvent APR capabilities: IPv6 

[true], sendfile [true], accept filters [false], random [true], UDS [true]. 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.820 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.core.AprLifecycleListener.lifecycleEvent APR/OpenSSL configuration: 

useAprConnector [false], useOpenSSL [true] 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:28.838 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.core.AprLifecycleListener.initializeSSL OpenSSL successfully 

initialized [OpenSSL 1.1.1d  10 Sep 2019] 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:30.646 INFO [main] 

org.apache.coyote.AbstractProtocol.init Initializing ProtocolHandler ["http-nio-8080"] 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:30.776 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.Catalina.load Server initialization in [3346] milliseconds 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:31.057 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.core.StandardService.startInternal Starting service [Catalina] 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:31.059 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.core.StandardEngine.startInternal Starting Servlet engine: [Apache 

Tomcat/9.0.48] 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:31.140 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.HostConfig.deployWAR Deploying web application archive 

[/usr/local/tomcat/webapps/servicedirectory-0.0.3-SNAPSHOT.war] 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:33.907 INFO [main] 

org.apache.jasper.servlet.TldScanner.scanJars At least one JAR was scanned for TLDs yet 

contained no TLDs. Enable debug logging for this logger for a complete list of JARs that 

were scanned but no TLDs were found in them. Skipping unneeded JARs during scanning can 

improve startup time and JSP compilation time. 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:34.542 WARNING [main] 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.wadl.WadlFeature.configure JAXBContext implementation could 

not be found. WADL feature is disabled. 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:35.330 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.HostConfig.deployWAR Deployment of web application archive 

[/usr/local/tomcat/webapps/servicedirectory-0.0.3-SNAPSHOT.war] has finished in [4,189] 

ms 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:35.332 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.HostConfig.deployDirectory Deploying web application 

directory [/usr/local/tomcat/webapps/manager] 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:35.385 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.HostConfig.deployDirectory Deployment of web application 

directory [/usr/local/tomcat/webapps/manager] has finished in [53] ms 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:35.393 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.HostConfig.deployDirectory Deploying web application 

directory [/usr/local/tomcat/webapps/servicedirectory] 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:35.956 INFO [main] 

org.apache.jasper.servlet.TldScanner.scanJars At least one JAR was scanned for TLDs yet 

contained no TLDs. Enable debug logging for this logger for a complete list of JARs that 

were scanned but no TLDs were found in them. Skipping unneeded JARs during scanning can 

improve startup time and JSP compilation time. 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:36.424 WARNING [main] 

org.glassfish.jersey.server.wadl.WadlFeature.configure JAXBContext implementation could 

not be found. WADL feature is disabled. 
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prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:36.951 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.HostConfig.deployDirectory Deployment of web application 

directory [/usr/local/tomcat/webapps/servicedirectory] has finished in [1,559] ms 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:36.959 INFO [main] 

org.apache.coyote.AbstractProtocol.start Starting ProtocolHandler ["http-nio-8080"] 

prdd_1          | 19-Oct-2021 09:31:37.000 INFO [main] 

org.apache.catalina.startup.Catalina.start Server startup in [6219] milliseconds 

 

2. Debug log of a successful registration of the first PIE to the PRDD. The registration is initiated with the following 
command: 
nikosk@nikosk:~$ curl --location --request POST 'localhost:8280/rest/sc' \ 

>    --header 'Content-Type: application/json' \ 

>    --data-raw '{ 

>    "knowledgeBaseId": "https://www.example.org/redberry-kb", 

>    "knowledgeBaseName": "Redberry pies!", 

>    "knowledgeBaseDescription": "I have redberry pies."}' 

 

Output: 

redberry-pie_1  | 2021-10-19 09:39:54:241 +0000 [qtp1361289747-16] INFO 

RestKnowledgeBaseManager - RestKnowledgeBaseManager initialized! 

redberry-pie_1  | 2021-10-19 09:39:55:918 +0000 [qtp1361289747-16] WARN BrokerService - 

Memory Usage for the Broker (1024mb) is more than the maximum available for the JVM: 498 

mb - resetting to 70% of maximum available: 348 mb 

redberry-pie_1  | 2021-10-19 09:39:56:186 +0000 [qtp1361289747-16] WARN SecurityHandler - 

ServletContext@o.e.j.s.ServletContextHandler@4d028913{/,null,STARTING} has uncovered http 

methods for path: / 

prdd_1          | [http-nio-8080-exec-1] INFO 

nl.tno.ict.ds.plasido.KnowledgeDirectoryResource - Initialized knowledge directory. 

prdd_1          | [http-nio-8080-exec-1] INFO 

nl.tno.ict.ds.plasido.KnowledgeDirectoryResource - removeService called for service 

httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb 

redberry-pie_1  | 2021-10-19 09:39:57:194 +0000 [qtp1361289747-16] ERROR 

SmartConnectorCore - Unregistering this smart connector 

({name=httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb}) with the knowledge directory 

http://prdd:8080/servicedirectory/rest/directory/service via this request 

http://prdd:8080/servicedirectory/rest/directory/service?name=httpswwwexampleorgredberry-

kb should succeed, but was statusCode: 404 

prdd_1          | [http-nio-8080-exec-2] INFO 

nl.tno.ict.ds.plasido.KnowledgeDirectoryResource - Added knowledge base KnowledgeBase 

[name=httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb, description=Redberry pies!, knowledgeIOs=[], 

requestUrl=http://localhost:10000/sparql, subscribeUrl=tcp://localhost:20000, 

enabled=true] 

redberry-pie_1  | 2021-10-19 09:39:57:689 +0000 [qtp1361289747-16] INFO 

SmartConnectorCore - Starting Smart Connector httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb on port 

10000. 

prdd_1          | [http-nio-8080-exec-5] INFO 

nl.tno.ict.ds.plasido.KnowledgeDirectoryResource - Added knowledge base KnowledgeBase 

[name=httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb, description=Redberry pies!, knowledgeIOs=[], 

requestUrl=http://localhost:10000/sparql, subscribeUrl=tcp://localhost:20000, 

enabled=true] 
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prdd_1          | [http-nio-8080-exec-6] INFO 

nl.tno.ict.ds.plasido.KnowledgeDirectoryResource - getOntologyUrl called! 

 

3. Debug log of a successful registration of the second PIE to the PRDD. The registration is initiated with the following 

command: 

nikosk@nikosk:~$ curl --location --request POST 'localhost:8281/rest/sc' \ 

>    --header 'Content-Type: application/json' \ 

>    --data-raw '{ 

>    "knowledgeBaseId": "https://www.example.org/pumpkin-kb", 

>    "knowledgeBaseName": "Pumpkin pies!", 

>    "knowledgeBaseDescription": "I have pumpkin pies." 

>    }' 

 

pumpkin-pie_1   | 2021-10-19 09:46:02:990 +0000 [qtp1361289747-17] INFO 

RestKnowledgeBaseManager - RestKnowledgeBaseManager initialized! 

pumpkin-pie_1   | 2021-10-19 09:46:04:498 +0000 [qtp1361289747-17] WARN BrokerService - 

Memory Usage for the Broker (1024mb) is more than the maximum available for the JVM: 498 

mb - resetting to 70% of maximum available: 348 mb 

pumpkin-pie_1   | 2021-10-19 09:46:04:727 +0000 [qtp1361289747-17] WARN SecurityHandler - 

ServletContext@o.e.j.s.ServletContextHandler@47d311a{/,null,STARTING} has uncovered http 

methods for path: / 

prdd_1          | [http-nio-8080-exec-6] INFO 

nl.tno.ict.ds.plasido.KnowledgeDirectoryResource - removeService called for service 

httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-kb 

pumpkin-pie_1   | 2021-10-19 09:46:05:207 +0000 [qtp1361289747-17] ERROR 

SmartConnectorCore - Unregistering this smart connector ({name=httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-

kb}) with the knowledge directory 

http://prdd:8080/servicedirectory/rest/directory/service via this request 

http://prdd:8080/servicedirectory/rest/directory/service?name=httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-

kb should succeed, but was statusCode: 404 

prdd_1          | [http-nio-8080-exec-9] INFO 

nl.tno.ict.ds.plasido.KnowledgeDirectoryResource - Added knowledge base KnowledgeBase 

[name=httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-kb, description=Pumpkin pies!, knowledgeIOs=[], 

requestUrl=http://localhost:10000/sparql, subscribeUrl=tcp://localhost:20000, 

enabled=true] 

pumpkin-pie_1   | 2021-10-19 09:46:05:287 +0000 [qtp1361289747-17] INFO 

SmartConnectorCore - Starting Smart Connector httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-kb on port 10000. 

prdd_1          | [http-nio-8080-exec-8] INFO 

nl.tno.ict.ds.plasido.KnowledgeDirectoryResource - Added knowledge base KnowledgeBase 

[name=httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-kb, description=Pumpkin pies!, knowledgeIOs=[], 

requestUrl=http://localhost:10000/sparql, subscribeUrl=tcp://localhost:20000, 

enabled=true] 

prdd_1          | [http-nio-8080-exec-10] INFO 

nl.tno.ict.ds.plasido.KnowledgeDirectoryResource - getOntologyUrl called! 

redberry-pie_1  | 2021-10-19 09:46:06:060 +0000 [pool-2-thread-1] INFO SmartConnectorCore 

- httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb: Knowledge directory changes: DeltaDirectory[added: 1, 

deleted: 0, changed: 0] 

pumpkin-pie_1   | 2021-10-19 09:46:06:651 +0000 [qtp1361289747-17] INFO 

SmartConnectorCore - httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-kb: Knowledge directory changes: 
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DeltaDirectory[added: 1, deleted: 0, changed: 0] 

 

4. Query the Knowledge Directory and retrieve references of the available PIEs. Two PIEs are expected. 

nikosk@nikosk:~$ curl --location --request GET 

'localhost:8080/servicedirectory/rest/directory/service' 

{ 

"httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb": 

    {"name":"httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb", 

     "description":"Redberrypies!", 

     "knowledgeio":[], 

     "requestUrl":"http://localhost:10000/sparql", 

     "subscribeUrl":"tcp://localhost:20000"}, 

"httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-kb": 

     {"name":"httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-kb", 

      "description":"Pumpkinpies!", 

      "knowledgeio":[],     

      "requestUrl":"http://localhost:10000/sparql", 

      "subscribeUrl":"tcp://localhost:20000"} 

} 
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Annex C 
Executing the unit tests and the expected output when these tests are completed successfully.  

 

nikosk@nikosk:~/$ pytest --tb=line -rP test_scenario.py 

=========== test session starts =========== 

platform darwin -- Python 3.9.1, pytest-6.2.5, py-1.10.0, pluggy-1.0.0 

rootdir: /Users/nikosk/IdeaProjects/D4-6-ploutos-agri-food-data-sharing-mechanisms/test_automated 

plugins: html-3.1.1, metadata-1.11.0 

collected 8 items                                                                                                       

test_scenario.py ........                                                                                        [100%] 

 

===========PASSES =========== 

________ test_register_knowledge_base_on_first_pie ________ 

------------------------------------------------- Captured stdout call ------------------------------------------------- 

Knowledge Base has been added : https://www.example.org/redberry-kbs 

________ test_register_knowledge_base_on_second_pie ________ 

------------------------------------------------- Captured stdout call ------------------------------------------------- 

Knowledge Base has been added : https://www.example.org/blueberry-kbs 

________test_register_same_knowledge_base_on_second_pie ________ 

------------------------------------------------- Captured stdout call ------------------------------------------------- 

Knowledge Base already exists : https://www.example.org/blueberry-kbs 

________ test_query_directory_for_registered_pies ________ 

------------------------------------------------- Captured stdout call ------------------------------------------------- 

{"httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb":{"name":"httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb","description":"Redberry 

pies!","knowledgeio":[],"requestUrl":"http://localhost:10000/sparql","subscribeUrl":"tcp://localhost:20000

"},"httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-kb":{"name":"httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-

kb","description":"Pumpkin 

pies!","knowledgeio":[],"requestUrl":"http://localhost:10000/sparql","subscribeUrl":"tcp://localhost:20000

"},"httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kbs":{"name":"httpswwwexampleorgredberry-

kbs","description":"Redberry 

pies!","knowledgeio":[],"requestUrl":"http://localhost:10001/sparql","subscribeUrl":"tcp://localhost:20001

"},"httpswwwexampleorgblueberry-kbs":{"name":"httpswwwexampleorgblueberry-

kbs","description":"Blueberry 

pies!","knowledgeio":[],"requestUrl":"http://localhost:10001/sparql","subscribeUrl":"tcp://localhost:20001

"}} 
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1) httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb 

2) httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-kb 

3) httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kbs 

4) httpswwwexampleorgblueberry-kbs 

________ test_delete_first_knowledge_base_from_directory ________ 

------------------------------------------------- Captured stdout call ------------------------------------------------- 

Knowledge Base has been removed : https://www.example.org/redberry-kbs 

________ test_query_directory_for_registered_pies_after_removal ________ 

------------------------------------------------- Captured stdout call ------------------------------------------------- 

{"httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb":{"name":"httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb","description":"Redberry 

pies!","knowledgeio":[],"requestUrl":"http://localhost:10000/sparql","subscribeUrl":"tcp://localhost:20000

"},"httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-kb":{"name":"httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-

kb","description":"Pumpkin 

pies!","knowledgeio":[],"requestUrl":"http://localhost:10000/sparql","subscribeUrl":"tcp://localhost:20000

"},"httpswwwexampleorgblueberry-kbs":{"name":"httpswwwexampleorgblueberry-

kbs","description":"Blueberry 

pies!","knowledgeio":[],"requestUrl":"http://localhost:10001/sparql","subscribeUrl":"tcp://localhost:20001

"}} 

 

1) httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb 

2) httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-kb 

3) httpswwwexampleorgblueberry-kbs 

________ test_delete_second_knowledge_base_from_directory ________ 

------------------------------------------------- Captured stdout call ------------------------------------------------- 

Knowledge Base has been removed : https://www.example.org/blueberry-kbs 

________test_query_directory_for_registered_pies_after_removal_again________ 

------------------------------------------------- Captured stdout call ------------------------------------------------- 

{"httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb":{"name":"httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb","description":"Redberry 

pies!","knowledgeio":[],"requestUrl":"http://localhost:10000/sparql","subscribeUrl":"tcp://localhost:20000

"},"httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-kb":{"name":"httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-

kb","description":"Pumpkin 

pies!","knowledgeio":[],"requestUrl":"http://localhost:10000/sparql","subscribeUrl":"tcp://localhost:20000

"}} 

1) httpswwwexampleorgredberry-kb 

2) httpswwwexampleorgpumpkin-kb 

================== 8 passed in 2.80s ==================  
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